Abstract-Role mining for Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) has emerged as a challenging area of information security. Current role mining models are mainly based on data mining with RBAC semantics and are not the pure mathematical models. Almost every model need a specific algorithm and the expressions of results and process are not vivid and explicit enough. To address these problems, this study proposes a role mining model called network-cliquefinding (NCF) model, which is based on cliques finding of network. By this model, the role mining problem can be mapped onto the classic problems of graph theory and can be solved by using many well-known algorithms and tools. The correctness of NCF model is verified both theoretically and experimentally. Furthermore, some experimental issues is discussed and based on the experiment, our study is compared with some other methods. Finally, we conclude our work.
INTRODUCTION
Role-based access control (RBAC) has been adopted successfully by a variety of information management systems [1] . In RBAC model, roles represent the agents that perform certain job functions within the organization. Users, in turn, are assigned appropriate roles based on their qualifications. For abiding with the Least Privilege Principle [2] of access control, an exact set of roles should be designed. This process is error-prone and is called role engineering [3] .
Various approaches to role engineering have been explored. Role mining, known as a bottom-up approach, has been paid increasing amount of attention [4] . Role mining seeks to identify roles embedded in existing access control logs. Correspondingly, the role mining problem (RMP) has been proved NP-complete [3, 4] .
Most of current researches have the same features: RMP is mapped onto a special data mining problem with some RBAC data semantic; role mining means to find the roles which can exactly cover the existed user-permission relations by using data mining techniques. To describe role mining, the models need to explicitly illustrate RBAC semantics [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , such as user-role relations and role-permission relations. Moreover, for current methods, as performing on data-mining-based datasets [4] [5] [6] , both processes and results of role mining are not vivid enough. Although some models have used more vivid graph modeling, they still need some RBAC semantics to perfect themselves.
Although having obtained many successes, these methods have some pitfall. Primarily, they depend on RBAC data-semantics too much. This leads to the fact that the models lack the applicability to different datasets. In fact, a successful model should describe role mining with little RBAC application semantics. Besides, these models often need to be rebuilt when different algorithms or tools are supported. This causes that lots of rigid restrictions are made in role mining. Last, the datamining-oriented processes and results are too obscure to regularly apply to real-world applications.
To address these problems, this study sets up a network-cliques-finding (NCF) model that maps role mining onto a classic graph problem. The NCF model maps role mining onto the classic graph-theory problems and the data semantics of access control in wrapped in behaviors networks. By this way, NCF provides a uniform framework where many classic algorithms and tools can be utilized immediately. At the same time, the graph-oriented role mining can easily be performed applied to real-world applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some related work is introduced in Section II. We review some necessary concepts in Section III. In Section IV, NCF model is established theoretically. Some potentially applicable algorithms and tools is discussed in Section V, followed by Section VI, in which we make the experiment to prove NCF model and discuss some issues according to the results. Based on the experiment, the NCF model is compared with some other well-known models. Finally, Section VII summarizes our work and gives the direction for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Role mining keeps on being concerned over the academic circles. The most salient work along this direction is described in this section.
Kuhlmann et al. [9] first introduced the term "role mining", trying to apply existing data mining techniques to elicit roles from existing access data. Moreover, Vaidya etc. defined formally the role mining problem called RMP [4] , which now has been cited popularly by many scholars, and two variations of RMP called the -approx RMP and the Minimal Noise RMP that had pragmatic implications. Many methods of role mining are based on the RMP model, and so is the NCF model.
Molloy etc. put forward the idea of multiple-objective role mining [7] . The multi-objective (MO) model makes full use of user-permission information and tries to address the role mining problem by specific semanticsbased algorithms. Besides, the binary matrix model is also a well-accepted role mining model as it can straightly display access control information [8, 10] . For example, the probabilistic (PB) models advocated by Frank etc. [8] recast role mining as an inference problem and mined roles which most likely generated a given binary access-control matrix by the expectationmaximization algorithm. The process (PC) model [11] proposes a generic role mining framework by including pre-and post-processing activities. Its goal is to provide a basis for utilizing potentially valuable combinations of existing approaches.
There are some researches about graph-based role mining. Zhang etc. introduced the role engineering based on graph optimization [12] , and further introduced a graph-based cost model and proposed a heuristic strategy [13] . The graph used in Zhang est.'s work was mainly the multi-stage bigraph representing user-permission and user-role-permission. The methods were experimented on the randomly generated datasets.
The researches of Ene etc. [14] and Colantonio etc. [12, 15] are also worth mentioning. Ene etc. mapped role mining onto minimum clique partition (MCP) of a graph, which was further transformed into the graph coloring problem [14] . By this idea, every color denotes a role and one role has only one exactly color. Colantonio etc. provided a fuller introduction about how to address the role mining problem using graph coloring for reducing the role mining complexity in RBAC [15, 16] . The main difference between their work and ours is that both MCP and graph coloring do not allow the overlap of any two roles, but NCF model does and has been verified by experiments on the real-world datasets.
In addition, integrating some known algorithms, Li etc. implemented a tool set called RMiner [17] . RMiner permits developers to add the new algorithms and compare the different methods. But RMiner is not a model which could straightly support varied algorithms.
Current researches of role mining have provided the important references for our work. Significantly different from the existing research, this study targets on constructing a general data-semantics independent model that can provide more adaptive role mining.
III. PRELIMINARIES
As our research is RBAC-oriented and our methods and explanations are couched in the language of graph theory, we review some basic concepts about RBAC and graph before we set up the NCF model.
A. RBAC
We first review some concepts of ANSI/INCITS RBAC standard [1] . To ease the exposition, we do not consider the complex RBAC constraints such as sessions, role hierarchies and separation of duties in this paper. Particularly, we are only interested in the following entities:
USERS, PERMS, ROLES are the set of users, permissions and roles, respectively; UA  USERSROLES, the set of user-role relationships;
PA  ROLESPERMS, the set of role-permission relationships;
UP  USERSPERMS, the set of the user-permission relationships.
Besides, we refer to UP  USERSPERMS as the set of the existing user-permission relationships to be analyzed. In fact, all elements of UP compose an ACL (access control list). The aim of role mining is to find an exact set of roles which replaces UP with UA and PA.
B. Role Mining
There are generally two approaches to role engineering [3] : the top-down and the bottom-up. The first approach starts with business process definitions or scenarios, extracts role candidates from these descriptions, and then transforms them into an enterprise role concept [3, 18] . This approach is time-consuming and will become utopian when facing a great number of business affairs. The second approach is role mining that starts bottom-up by analyzing the known access control list [3, 4, 19] and then elicits the roles from them rather than defines roles artificially. Current most researches on role engineering focus on role mining.
Referring to the current researches [3-5, 6-8, 19] , we lists several basic requirements that should be involved by role mining: a) All items of ACL (access control list) should be covered; b) The number of roles should be minimal; c) Each role should be assigned the least necessary permissions. We review the essence of the role mining problem (RPM) on the basis of previous research [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Firstly, we use matrices to indicate all relationships among users, permissions and roles. M(X) is an mn boolean matrix representation of relationship set X (X may be UA, PA or UP). In M(X), a 1 in cell {ij} indicates the assignment of i to j.
Secondly, we use an operator of matrices to express the transformation from RBAC into ACL. The operator  between two boolean matrices M(UA) and
Thirdly, we define the computation of the difference of two boolean matrices which have the same dimension. For two mn boolean matrix A and B, their difference is
When the difference is 0, the two matrices are identical. For example, consider a case where are 500 users and 150 permissions. The size of UPA is 9000 (i.e., 9000 user-permission assignments are allowed out of the possible 500150=75000). Suppose 40 roles are required to exactly cover the 9000 user-permission assignments. If the approximate matching is allowed (i.e., if it is good enough to match 99% of the given assignments), assume that the minimum number of roles required is only 25. This can significantly reduces the burden of maintenance on the security administrator while leaving only a few user-permission assignments uncovered. By this way, RMP provides a prudent choice for role engineering of dynamic RBAC applications.
IV. GRAPH-BASED NCF MODEL
The NCF model is a role mining model based on graph theory. In this study, building the NCF model needs two steps: (i) transforming the ACL data into a graph, which is a behaviors network in this paper; (ii) addressing the role mining problem by cliques finding of networks.
A. Signifying ACL by Behaviors Network
Bigraph is the basic concept of graph theory. For a graph G = V, E, with the vertex set
All information of ACL can be expressed as a bigraph [12, 13, 16] . Firstly, all elements in an ACL can be divided into two sets -USERS and PERMS. Secondly, each element describes a relationship between a user and permission, which can be regarded as an edge linking the vertex in USERS and the one in PERMS. Finally, there cannot be a link between any two users or any two permissions. Therefore, an ACL can be denoted by a bigraph
The ACL bigraph needs to be transformed into a network. One reason is that ACL bigraph is not a pure model stripped off semantics of RBAC. In the ACL bigraph, it still needs to be pointed which vertices are users and which are permissions. These semantics information must be illustrated additionally in RBAC language. Another reason is that the bigraph is a very special model in graph theory. Bigraph-based role mining will include not only vertices classifying but edges classifying, whose corresponding algorithms are more limited than that of common graph problems. So we can use a model derived from graph -network to signify the relationships between users and permissions. This network is called behaviors network in this study.
Role mining can be mapped onto the vertices classifying problem of network. All semantic descriptions of RBAC may be stripped off. Including a great number of vertices, a behaviors network can be seen as a complex network. Many known methods and tools of analyzing network structure can be applied to role mining. We may use the known method to finish this transformation. Colantonio etc. proposed a useful method for transforming a bigraph into a general graph when researching how to map role mining onto the graph coloring problem [16] .
The transformation form bigraph G b into network G N follows two principles: 
Principle 2 indicates the edges of network induced by a bigraph. This principle provides the criteria for judging whether there exists an edge between two vertices of network. Still take the former case as an example. Three edges <a, 1>, <a, 2>, <b, 1> of the bigraph are seen as three vertices of the network. By Principle 2, <a, 1> and <a, 2> are adjacent because both them belong to a complete bipartite subgraph. Similarly, <a, 1> and <b, 1> are adjacent, too. Inversely, <a, 2> and <b, 1> are not adjacent because no complete bipartite subgraph can cover them.
We use formula G N = Trans(G b ) denotes the transforming from bigraph G b into network G N . A simple example of transformation form a bigraph into a network is shown in Fig. 1 . Suppose a small business management system has five users and six permissions. There are a given access control list which has 15 user-permission assignments. The information of this ACL can be denoted by the bigraph G 1 displayed the left half of Fig. 1 By this example, it can be seen that the access control relations of an information system can be signified by a behaviors network where the semantics about userpermission assignments is wrapped in the vertices of network. As a role means a set of close access control relations, it can be seen as a set of close vertices of behaviors network. Therefore, role mining can be performed by classifying the vertices of behaviors network.
B. Role Mining via Cliques Finding
A role can be expressed in the form of clique. A clique is a complete subgraph of a graph or network, whose any two vertices are adjacent. If a clique is not a subgraph of any other cliques, it is called a maximal clique. In other words, for a graph G, a maximal clique C is inextensible, that is
Correspondingly, in a behavior network, a maximal clique signifies a group of actions closely connected. According to the principle of RBAC, a role is a set of close user-permission relationships. Therefore, a maximal clique in a behaviors network can be seen as a role.
By this thought, role mining can be transformed into maximal clique finding in a network. For this purpose, several items need to be considered: a) A network can own many maximal cliques that may be overlapped but not the same. b) Each maximal clique of a network should be seen as a candidate role instead of the ultimate role. c) The ultimate role sets should be an optimum combination of some maximal cliques covering all vertices. These items are crucial to our NCF model. The item (a) is a basic principle of graph theory. For our work, it ensures that the difference roles can be overlapped, which is consistent with the RBAC standard [1] . The item (b) shows that the maximal cliques may be more than the roles actually required and not every maximal clique is an appropriate role. The item (c) reveals role mining is a combinatorial optimization problem of multiple cliques. Now we give the definition of NCF model. Definition 2 NCF-based Role Mining By RBAC concepts, given sets USERS, PERMS and UP, enforce the following steps:
Step
Step 2 Transform G b into a undirected network G N by G N =Trans(G b ).
Step 3 Find all maximal cliques of G N and construct the set of maximal cliques CS.
Step 4 Find a subset CSRCS, meeting the requirement and the constraint:
Objective need minimized:
where
Definition 2 has four steps.
Step 1 and Step 2 have been illustrated in the former context. Step 3 poses a classic graph problem-maximal cliques finding, which can be addressed by many known algorithms such as the greedy algorithm, the genetic algorithm, the exhaustive method and some heuristics.
Step 4 describes an optimization problem with a constraint, which is formalized by (7) and (8) . In (7), the former half ensures that the number of selected maximal cliques should be minimal, and the latter half implies that the overlap of different maximal cliques should be the least because too much overlap must lead to more vertices. Formula (8) restricts that selected maximal cliques should cover all vertices of the behavior network. Take the network G 2 in Fig. 1 as an example. G 2 is a behaviors network induced by the bigraph G 1 . There are six maximal cliques in G 2 . Their sets of vertices are listed in Table I respectively. These six cliques denote six candidate roles. The NCF-based role mining on G 2 is to find the optimum combination of these cliques. As this case is very simple and there are not many vertices or edges in G 2 , it can be calculated by directly observation that clique1, clique4 and clique5 are the optimum cliques.
This combination of cliques has the least cliques and vertices (abiding with (7)) with covering all vertices of G 2 (abiding with (8)).
It can be seen that NCF model need not much RBAC semantics. Any information about user and permission has been hidden and wrapped in behaviors network, so it will be more convenient to select and design algorithms.
C. Analysis of NCF Model
Having constructed the NCF model, now we analyze its correctness theoretically.
To begin, NCF model can cover three basic points of RMP mentioned in the introduction of this paper. Firstly, in (7), |CSR| signifies the number of selected maximal cliques which is the number of selected candidate roles. Minimizing |CSR| indicates making roles least. Secondly, because minimizing This state can be expressed by a behaviors network in Fig. 3 . Two cliques {1, 2, 3, 4} and {5, 6, 7} denote two roles and they share one vertex 4. The vertex 4 leads to the redundancy of roles.
State 3:
 . This implies that the constructed roles have some loss. This case is not allowed by the NCF Model. Definition 2 requires that all user-permission relationships should be covered without any loss. Obviously, Definition 2 is more accurate than Definition 1 on this point. As shown in Fig. 4 , the clique {1, 2, 3, 4} denotes a role but the vertex 5 is isolated. This classification looses one access control relation. Formula (8) forbids this affair.
V. ALGORITHMS & TOOLS
NCF model is an open model that can be supported by many known algorithms and tools. So, in this section, some potential algorithms and tools will be introduced, although they are not the focus of this paper.
A. Maximal Cliques Solutions
The known ready-made methods are recommended to be used. In this paper, our main work is to explore a model which can describe the role mining problem graphically without RBAC semantics but not to design a specific tool or algorithm. Certainly, different methods will have different performance and display the processes and results in the different forms, which depend on the specific datasets, algorithms, tools and hardware platforms. Many research achievements on data mining, graph problem and high performance computation are useful for our work and will provide many potential solutions to the maximal cliques finding problem.
There are many ways to find the maximal cliques from a large network. For example, the backtrack algorithm, the genetic algorithm, the simulated annealing algorithm and the ant colony algorithm etc. can be the solutions to the maximal cliques problem [20, 21] . Besides, a lot of tools for analyzing the complex network, such as the well-known UCINET [22] and Pajek [23] , have also the function of finding the maximal cliques. These tools have integrated many classic algorithms and can display the results visually. In addition, some frontier technologies such as DNA computation have been researches to solve the maximal clique problem [21] .
B. Combinational Optimization Solutions
For the combination optimization of multiple sets, there are a lot of potential algorithms, too. As a classic problem, the combination optimization in itself is a popular research field. Not only the deterministic algorithms such as the exhaustive algorithm but also some intelligent algorithms, such as the genetic algorithm and the ant colony algorithm, can be used [24, 25] . For example, when the cliques are few, the deterministic algorithms are more suitable to find the optimal combination of cliques than the intelligent algorithms. But when there are many cliques, the intelligent algorithms are more efficient.
The genetic algorithm, belonging to intelligent computations, is very effective to address the combinational optimization problem with NP-hard complexity because its nature parallelism. Although the mechanism of genetic algorithm is not introduced in detail in this paper, its basic process can be described as shown in Fig. 5 . For finding out the optimal combination of cliques in a behaviors network, (a) each probable combination of cliques is denoted a chromosome; (b) any two chromosomes can cross to generate the new chromosomes; (c) any chromosome can mutate into a new chromosome; (d) the different chromosomes constitute a evolutionary population; (e) each individual of the population is evaluated and the good chromosomes are reserved; (f) by constant evolution, the optimum chromosome is selected finally. The optimum individual denotes the ultimate role classification. According to this process, the specific steps of a NCForiented genetic algorithm can be designed as the following:
i.
Construct the structure of chromosomes, every one of which will signify a combination of maximal cliques. Each chromosome has N genes, where N is the number of maximal cliques. ii.
For each gene of a chromosome, its allele must either be 0 or be 1. iii.
For every chromosome, its each gene signifies a certain maximal cliques. The allele of every gene must be either 0 or 1, where 1 signifies the clique is selected and 0 signifies the cliques is not selected. iv.
Design the objective function and constraint function for chromosomes respectively according to (5) and (6) in Definition 1. When evaluating a chromosome, its every gene with the allele being 1 need interpreted into a certain maximal clique. v.
Generate a population of chromosomes as the structure described in (i) ~ (iii). Evaluate the population as the description in (iv). vi.
Evolve the optimal chromosome by using the evolution operators such as reproduction, mutation, recombination, and selection [26] .
VI. EXPERIMENTS
We perform and discuss the experiments of the NCFbased role mining on the real-world datasets. Moreover, based on the experiment, the NCF-based role mining is compared with some other role mining methods.
A. Experimental Conditions
Before starting the experiment, the experimental conditions about hardware and software need to be introduced.
In hardware aspect, a high-performance computer is used because of the large amount of data in the real-world datasets. Our platform is a DELL server (PowerEdge R720) with four 4-Core CPUs (Xeon E5-2609) and the 80GB RAM.
Some specific software conditions are required, too. In this experiment, all algorithms needed to be implemented manually are written in C++, and all used programs and tools run on a 64-bit operating system (Windows Server 2008 R2). This experiment is made on the real-world datasets. These real-world datasets, summarized in Table II , are available online at HP Lab [27] . The firewall{1,2} datasets are results of running an analysis algorithm on Checkpoint firewalls. The healthcare dataset was obtained from the US Veteran's Administration. The domino dataset was from a Lotus Domino server. Finally, the datasets americas_small and americas_large have been obtained Cisco firewall. Similar datasets are apj and emea. Besides, the exact role sets of the dataset have been provided and their amount numbers are listed in the last column of Table II .
B. Experiment on Real-world Datasets
The aim of our experiment is to prove the effectiveness of NCF. In other words, what we need to do is verifying whether the results of experiment will coincide with the known exact role sets displayed in Table II . So, we do not deliberately emphasize the performance of experiment. Instead we stress the correctness of results. We fully use the known tools and algorithms to solve the problems involved by the NCF model. Besides, we resolve the known exact results by reasoning backward, provides by HP Lab, to reveal their compliance with the NCF model.
In this experiment, both UCINET and Pajek, as the famous networks analysis tools, help us to find the maximal cliques. GA (genetic algorithm), which has been introduced in Section V.B, is used to find the optimums of maximal cliques. The results are shown in Table III . It can be seen that a) |V(G N )|, the number of vertices of every behaviors network, is the same to |UPA| listed in Table II . In other words, every access action is transformed into a vertex of the behaviors network. By this way, any information of users and permissions is stripped off and a pure graph model is constructed. b) The optimal OVs are obtained in the form of RNs and VNs separately. RN, the number of optimal maximal cliques, is the same to the exact |ROLES| listed in the last column of Table II . VN, the total of vertices owned actually by the optimal maximal cliques, is listed in the fifth column. c) All items of the last column are "YES"s. They mean that our results are entirely consistent with the exact roles of the datasets in Table II . It is because not only their OVs have been optimal but also that all obtained cliques are the same to the known exact roles' structures of real-world datasets. Moreover, all referred roles of realworld datasets are the same to the selected cliques by NCF. Besides, the effectiveness of NCF can be described y Fig. 6 more explicitly than by the tables. In Fig. 6 , the horizontal axis denotes the eight real-world datasets using eight numbers (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) in order of the column "Datasets" of Last but not least, the accuracy of experimental results can also be verified in form of pictures. In fact, every one of the eight datasets listed in Table II has a set of pictures expressing its experimental results. The accuracy pictures of some large datasets such as americas_large and apj are too large to embed in this paper. So we only display a simple dataset to illuminate the accuracy of NCF role mining. We select the dataset healthcare to finish this process because it has less role information than others. Certainly, as long as there is enough space, the accuracy of any real-world datasets can be displayed in form of pictures. The accuracy of the NCF-based role mining on realworld dataset healthcare is expressed by Fig. 7 and Fig.  8 together. Fig. 7 displays 14 exact roles of healthcare, and each role has two lines which are the labels of permissions and users respectively. Using the method in Section IV.A, we construct the bigraph for every role according the user-permission relationships covered. Then, 14 bigrapghs can be transformed into 14 behaviors networks that are exactly consistent with 14 maximal cliques shown in Fig. 8 . The 14 cliques are obtained in this experiment by using the genetic algorithm. It can be calculated and concluded that the 14 cliques generated by NCF are entirely same to the 14 roles provided by HP Lab. The accuracy of NCF role mining is credible. From the results of experiment, it can be said that the NCF model is effective and the NCF-based role mining can be applied to the real-world datasets and generate accurate role classifications.
C. Experimental Discussions
In this section, we discuss three issues involved by the experiment.
The first issue is how to reasonably use available tools. For finding maximal cliques, we use two well-known tools: UCINET and Pajek. Both them can help us to find maximal cliques of behaviors networks. Usually, UCINET is easier to use than Pajek. UCINET can enumerate all maximal cliques of a network very straightly. Pajek is more sophisticated than UCINET and need more extra operations to analyze cliques. However, when processing the super-large-scale networks, Pajek becomes stronger than UCINET. Pajek can analyze more than 100,000-vertex networks [23] , but UCINET can only process 32,767 vertices at most theoretically [22] . Considering these factors, in our experiment, we use UCINET to process the datasets apj, emea, healthcare and domino which have no more than 8,000 behavior vertices. Oppositely, Pajek is used to analyze several the networks owning more than 30,000 vertices. In our experiment, these networks represent the datasets firewall1, firewall2, americas_small and americas_large. Our DELL server with four 4-core CPUs and 80GB RAM provides enough resources for UCINET and Pajek.
The second issue is how to increase efficiency of algorithm. For combinational optimization of multiple maximal cliques, the configuration of GA (genetic algorithm) is not sophisticated. We use the population of chromosomes to signify the possible combinations. Every clique corresponds to a gene of chromosome. GA's evolution operators will generate the optimal chromosome. The unique thing needed to be emphasized is fully using GA's nature parallelism. In our experiment on the real-world datasets, the amount of data is always large. Especially, americas_large has 36,989 candidate maximal cliques. This means the chromosome will have 36,989 genes that need a great deal of computation when performing the evolution operators such as reproduction, mutation, recombination, and selection. Therefore, we use parallel computation to speed up the evolution. Because of nature parallelism, multiple populations of chromosomes can simultaneously evolve in multiple CPU cores in the form of multi-thread. Eventually, multiple populations will together evolve the optimal chromosome that represents the ultimate roles. Our high-performance DELL server provides the favorable parallel computational environment by four 4-core CPUs and 80GB RAM.
The third issue is how to treat existed redundancy of some experimental results.
It can be seen that the values of most VNs in Table III are very close to that of |V(GN)|. However, the VNs of some datasets such as apj, firewall1, americas_small and amricas_large, are a little larger than |V(GN)|s. This reveals an important phenomenon: there may not be absolutely separate role classification in the real-world information systems. In some applications, different roles should be allowed some overlap. In the NCF-based role mining, this overlap is the minimum, which has been proved experimentally, too. However, if thinking deeper than this study, we will find this is not perfectly still. It can be seen that the dataset apj has 453 exact roles with 1,164 permissions. In other words, every role covers only 2.6 permissions on average. Plenty of small roles cannot simplify the administration of access control. To conquer this drawback, more flexible principle need considered. In fact, k-clique instead of clique is usually more concerned for complex networks [28, 29] . A k-clique is a maximal subgraph where the distance between any two vertices is not longer than k, and when k is 1, a k-clique is a complete subgraph or a clique. For a real application, the k-clique-based role may be more practical than the clique-based roles. Maybe this idea does provide a potential study site of role mining, which can generate more flexible roles with some necessary redundancy. Certainly, this need our further explorations in future.
D. Comparison with Other Methods
Based on the experiment on real-world datasets, the NCF-based role mining is compared with three wellknown role mining methods.
The first compared model is the MO model [7] . The MO model tries to address the role mining problem by using some specific semantics-based algorithms. It can support one or several specific algorithms but not support multiple algorithms like the NCF model. The MO model has been tested on the real-world datasets and the corresponding role quantities are proved correct. However, the accuracy of roles is not analyzed or verified. Our NCF model can cover not only the correct of role quantities but the accuracy of role classifications. Certainly, because stripping RBAC semantics off, the current NCF model cannot deal with many complex RBAC constraints like the MO model. NCF still need to be improved to provides more constraints in future work.
The second compared model is the PC model [12] that brings forward a role mining framework. Its goal is to provide a basis for utilizing potentially valuable combinations of existing approaches. Simillar to the NCF model, the PC model can potentianlly support many existing approaches. But it is only an conceptual model and has not be impplemented technologically. Therefore, the correct of the PC model has not be proved expreimentally like NCF. Anyway, the basic motivation and ideas of the PC model has inspire our work in this study. The PC model provides a open solution to search more adaptive role mining.
The third compared model is the MCP model [14] which maps role mining onto the graph coloring problem. The MCP model uses a color to signify a role. Both the MCP model and our NCF model belongs to the graphbased role mining model with hiding RBAC semantics into graphs and can support many classic algorithms of graph theory. The main difference between MCP and NCF is that MCP does not allow any overlap of two roles. In fact, allowing overlaps of roles is consistent with the real-world RBAC applications [1, 4] . On this point, the NCF model is better than the MCP model because of allowing redundancy of roles. Besides, the MCP model was tested on some simulated datasets. Oppositely, the well-recognized real-world datasets are not used to verify the effectiveness of MCP. So, we cannot know how accurately the MCP-based role mining provide role classifications on the real-world RBAC applications.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explore a role mining model-the NCF model-which is a model based on graph theory. The NCF model maps role mining onto the optimal combination of maximal cliques of networks. We have made the experiments on the real-world datasets and verified the effectiveness of the NCF model.
The NCF model is open. It provides a uniform framework supporting multiple mature algorithms and tools that can be used to perform adaptive role mining. The theoretical and experimental analyses on the NCF model have been performed to illustrate its efficiency.
For future, considering more flexible concept of roles, we will research the role mining in complex behavior network. It should automatically migrate to more practical and suitable RBAC which could tolerate more necessary redundancy of roles.
